WHICH CONDOM IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

TROJAN ENZ
Regular trusty condom, good for everyday use

MAGNUM OR EXTRA LARGE
For large penises

EXTRA STRENGTH
If condoms break on you (also try lube or a larger condom)

HER PLEASURE
Largest condoms on the market, for an unrestricted feel

IRON GRIP
If the condom ever slips off

TWISTED, DOTS RIBBED, STUDDED
Increases pleasure for everyone

FLAVORED
For oral sex on a man

SHEER
Ultra sensitive, for a barely there feeling

LUBE
Increases pleasure for everyone

SIU STUDENT HEALTH CENTER PHARMACY HAS REDUCED PRICED CONDOMS.
Reduced prices on the following condoms: Trojan Magnums, Trojan ENZ, Variety Bulk Packs Also Available

CONDOMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN MOST PHARMACIES AND GROCERY STORES.